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尾的常用短语、句型 1. Without computer (cell telephone / PDP

television / cars / microelectronics / telecommunication / Internet /

genetics / advances / ...), it would be difficult to imagine modern life.

2. From this point of view, we can see ... (On account of this we can

find that.../ Therefore, these findings reveal the following

information: ) 3. It is imperative for us to take effective measures to

correct the situation (fight (increasing / corruption / hold back a

tidal wave of crime / terminate excessive exploitation of natural

resources /ease water shortages /...). 4. There is no immediate

solution to the problem of..., but... might be helpful. (None of the

solution is quite satisfactory. The problem should be examined in a

new way.) 5. The problem is not the death of one man (that we

cannot do it). the problem is the life of this organization (that we hate

to do such nasty things). 6. In order to make our world a better place

in which to live, we must learn to live in harmony with all wildlife

species (stop polluting our environment right away / conscientiously

follow family planning). 7. It is high time that we put considerable

emphasis on... (Taking into account all these factors, we may safely

reach the conclusion that... / The result is dependent on...) 8. Let us

work hand in hand to solve these social problems (fight against

corruption / hold back a tidal wave of crimes / build China into a

powerful nation / ⋯). 9. It goes without saying that science and



technology constitute the primary productive force (knowledge is

something / creativity is everything / cheating never pays / ...) 10. We

should not let the golden opportunity slip by. On the contrary, we

should seize any opportunity and face the challenge with confidence.
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